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Section A: 

Present Progressive Present Simple 

We use the Present Progressive for actions 

that are happening at the moment of speaking: 

Steve is working now. 

I’m drinking coffee at the moment. 

We use the Present Simple for habits, 

repeated actions and permanent states: 

Steve works every day. 

I usually drink milk. 
 

Section B: 

A. Put the verbs in brackets into the Present Progressive or Present Simple. 

 

Presenter: 

 

 

Mr Brown:  

Tonight we are visiting (visit) Paradise Food Restaurant. It             (be) 

very famous. This              (be) the owner, Mr Tom Brown. Tell us about 

your famous restaurant.  

Yes. Our restaurant is famous because it always              (make) tasty 

food. We              (open) every day at 6:30 p.m.. We never                 

(close) at weekends. Come and meet my workers. 



 

 

Mr Brown: 

 

 

 

Presenter: 

 

Mr Brown: 

This is Harry. He              

(be) a waiter. He               

(not serve) now because he 

              (eat) dinner. 

             he always  

           (eat) dinner here? 

Yes, my workers            (eat) 

dinner here every evening. 

 Mr Brown: 

 

 

 

 

 

Presenter: 

 

This is Brian and Fred. They  

             (wash) the 

dishes in the kitchen. They  

               (not wash) 

now because there are no 

dishes. 

Ladies and gentlemen, you 

must come and visit this 

restaurant. 

B. Look at the pictures and answer the questions. Use the Present Progressive and the Present 

Simple. 

1. What does an English teacher do? 

An English teacher teaches English                 (teach)                    

What is this teacher doing at the moment? 

She’s writing on the board.                         (write)       

2. What does a bus driver do? 

                                                 (drive)            

What is the bus driver doing at the moment?                                      

                                                (wash)      

3. What do football players do? 

                                                 (play)         

What are these players doing at the moment?                                       

                                              (exercise)                                        

 

 

 



 

4. What does a car mechanic do? 

                                                   (fix)           

What is the car mechanic doing at the moment? 

                                                  (eat)                                                            

5. What do actors do? 

                                                  (act)                                     

What are these actors doing at the moment? 

                                                  (ride)                              

C. Put the verbs in brackets into the Present Progressive or Present Simple. 

      This is St. James Hospital. The doctor usually examines (examine) patients and the nurse 

sometimes                (take) temperatures. Visitors never             (come) in the 

morning. They always             (visit) patients at 6 o’clock. It’s 2 o’clock now. The doctor 

               (sit). The nurse                (write). The patients               (have) 

lunch. They always                  (have) lunch at 2 o’clock. 

D. Choose a, b or c and complete the sentences. 

1. Look! It is raining outside! 

  a) rains         b) is raining          c) are raining  

2. I always                  letters to my aunt in the USA. 

  a) am sending         b) sending          c) send  

3. Amanda                  like watching quiz shows on TV. 

  a) doesn’t         b) isn’t          c) not 

4.                  to Mexico every summer? 

  a) Does they go         b) Are they going          c) Do they go 

5. Sam and I                  at the moment. 

  a) don’t study         b) aren’t studying          c) don’t studying 

6. Flowers                  nice in spring. 

  a) smell         b) smells          c) are smelling  

7.                  with the computer now? No, I’m not. 

  a) You are playing         b) Do you play          c) Are you playing  



 

8. My friend never                  wine. 

  a) drinks         b) is drinking          c) doesn’t drink 

9. Rich people usually                  big cars. 

  a) are driving         b) is driving          c) drive 

10. The cat                  on the bed. 

  a) isn’t jump         b) is jumping          c) jump 
 

 


